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A Parent/Teacher Guide to Children's Books on Peace and Tolerance Feb 29 2020 How do you teach children to value
peace and appreciate diversity? One way is to provide them with books with themes that promote these ideas. The Parent /
Teacher Guide to Children's Books on Peace and Tolerance offers readers a wide variety of award-winning titles along with
annotations and grade level recommendations. The book is divided into the following sections: Preschool - grade three
Grades 4 - 6 Middle school, and High school. Each section has over 100 listings. Topics include civil rights, the Holocaust,

slavery, Native Americans, bullying, war, child abuse, bigotry, cooperation, acceptance, apartheid, family relationships,
Arab/Israeli conflict, controlling anger, the Civil War, the Vietnam War, WWII, gays and lesbians, and other social issues.
Many of these books are the recipients of the following awards and honors: Newbery Award, School Library Journal (starred
review), Caldecott Award, Boston Globe Horn Book Award, American Library Association Notable Book, Jane Addams
Children's Book Award, American Bookseller - Pick of the List, Kirkus Reviews (starred review), Publishers Weekly
(starred review), Booklist (starred review), Coretta Scott King Award, VOYA Top Picks, National Book Award, and the
Michael L. Printz Award. This guide is an excellent resource for parents who would like their children to become peaceloving, accepting adults. Teachers who are looking for books to supplement their curriculum will find the suggested titles to
be among the best written works in the designated areas. For example, one would be hard pressed to find a better written
book on the Holocaust for middle and high school students than I Have Lived One Thousand Years. The author has done a
great service by providing parents and teachers with a list of books that cannot be found anywhere else.
More Bullies in More Books Aug 05 2020 Following on the success of her first book The Bully in the Book and in the
Classroom, C. J. Bott has written this sequel to help those who work with children and young adults become familiar with
books that address the problem of bullying. More Bullies in More Books presents over 350 annotated titles, from picture
books to high school books, dealing with bullying. Chapters address specific bullying behaviors or problems: name calling,
putdowns, and gossip; being new and different; body image; cliques, groups, and gangs; 'isms;' homophobia; cyberspace;
and violence. Each chapter begins with an introduction that describes the harassment seen most often in each grade level and
contains relevant books at all reading levels. Every entry features an in-depth summary, activities, and quotes from the book
for students to discuss. An important resource about a real and harmful problem, this book will be of interest to teachers,
librarians, counselors, administrators, and parents.
Diversity and Multiculturalism Nov 27 2019 This reader demands that we understand diversity and multiculturalism by
identifying the ways in which curriculum has been written and taught, and by redefining the field with an equitable lens,
freeing it from the dominant cultural curriculum. The book problematizes the issue of whiteness, for instance, as not being
the opposite of blackness or «person-of-colorness», but rather a meta-description for our dominant culture. Issues are also
addressed that are usually left out of the discussion about diversity and multiculturalism: this reader includes essays on
physical diversity, geographic diversity, and difference in sexualities. This is the quintessential collection of work by critical
scholars committed to redefining the conversation on multiculturalism and diversity.

Unpacking the Loaded Teacher Matrix Jul 04 2020 What issues in English teacher education are sidestepped because they
are too loaded to address? What aren't we talking about when we discuss classroom management, censorship, standardized
tests, media literacy, social justice issues, the standards, and technology? What really matters to novices entering the
profession? The authors in this book wrestle with the disparities between preservice English teacher instruction and
secondary school space as the two collide, and describe the tools that preservice English teachers need to negotiate and
navigate between theory and practice. This book answers these questions and offers groundbreaking insights about liberatory
pedagogy for how teacher educators can mentor preservice teachers on touchy issues, providing them with tools to reach
today's students.
Quick and Popular Reads for Teens Dec 29 2019 Collects ten years of the "Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults" and
"Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers" lists, organized by both author and theme.
Home and Family Relationships Oct 26 2019 The teenage years can be a confusing time for all youth, including GLBT
teens. Challenges and questions can arise that only a family support system can answer. This helpful guide teaches GLBT
teens how to maintain healthy familial relationships. Strategies for coming out to parents and siblings, and how to
communicate with others, as well as how to understand and react to the emotions of others are also explored.
The Body of Christopher Creed May 14 2021 Torey Adams, a high school junior with a seemingly perfect life, struggles
with doubts and questions surrounding the mysterious disappearance of the class outcast.
Teaching Drama in the Classroom Aug 17 2021 This book includes strategies for integrating drama in the classroom
through the use of creating characters, giving meaning to activities through answering the questions: who, what, when,
where, and why about any person and situation under discussion (5 W's), using storyboards, incorporating music, writing
radio scripts, and using literature and movies as prompts for improvised enactments. Students will learn how to create
characters and apply those creations to different content-area activities, situations, and subject matter. This useful resource
describes more than thirty-five scenarios of teachers and students in early elementary grades through graduate school
working together to craft drama events that draw out participants’ creative energies, interpretations of curricular topics, and
investigations of social, political, and personal concerns. In all of these lesson plans, students collectively explore topics,
concepts, themes, or tensions that surface as they navigate their way through the conditions and experiences that unfold in a
scene, skit, improvisation, or in interrelated episodes. Drama techniques include role play, scripting, dialogue, audience
participation, improvisation, and the strategic use of interaction, space, movement, and gesture.

The Bully in the Book and in the Classroom Mar 24 2022 Offers suggestions to stop bullies in the classroom and outlines a
program which uses literature as a starting point for discussion of bullying.
Secrets of the Dragon Riders Jan 10 2021 Millions of readers adore Christopher Paolini's Inheritance Cycle: its earnest
hero, its breathtaking battles and, of course, its awe-inspiring dragon Saphira. But there's so much more to the series than
meets the eye—and Secrets of the Dragon Riders, edited by today's second hottest dragon-writer James A. Owen, shows
readers what they're missing. Why might Roran be the real hero of the Inheritance Cycle? What does Paolini's writing have
in common with role-play games and modern action films? Are teenage writers judged more harshly than their adult
counterparts? The YA authors in Secrets of the Dragon Riders—some of them no older than Paolini when he wrote
Eragon—each take on a different aspect of the series to engage and entertain Paolini fans.
Following Christopher Creed Mar 12 2021 Legally-blind college reporter Mike Mavic hopes to get a story about a body
found in Steepleton, believed to be that of long-missing teen Christopher Creed, but finds something odd about the town,
including Justin Creed's obsessive drive to learn what really happened to his older brother. Sequel to "The body of
Christopher Creed". Senior High. 2012.
Serving Older Teens Jan 28 2020 In this lively and practical guide, notable teen experts and practitioners explain why
service to teens in this age range is so important, and how you can enhance your collection and services to accommodate and
win over this important group. Topics range from understanding older teen needs and creating a vital teen space to building
and promoting a winning collection. Brimming with valuable insights, fresh ideas, as well as nuts and bolts directions, this is
a must-read for all librarians who work with older teens. While libraries have traditionally offered diverse materials, services,
and programs for children and even young teens based on their developmental needs, older teens (aged 16-19) are too often
left out, with the excuse that older teens aren't interested. On the threshold of adulthood, these young people have immense
informational needs that libraries are in a wonderful position to supply: information about colleges, about work, about
relationships, and leisure activities. In this lively and practical guide, notable teen experts and stellar practitioners Sheila
Anderson, Amy Alessio, Patrick Jones, Robin Lupa, and Kristine Mahood explain why service to teens in this age range is so
important, and how you can enhance your collection and services to accommodate and win over this important group. Topics
range from understanding older teen needs and creating a vital teen space to building and promoting a winning collection.
Brimming with valuable insights, fresh ideas, as well as nuts-and-bolts directions, this is a must-read for all librarians who
work with older teens.

What Happened to Lani Garver Sep 29 2022 The appearance of a mysterious teen leads to tragedy on a small fishing
island in this “taut, provocative novel . . . [that] crackles with suspense” (Publishers Weekly). The close-knit residents of
Hackett Island have never seen anyone quite like Lani Garver. Everything about this new kid is a mystery: Where does Lani
come from? How old is Lani? And most disturbing of all, is Lani a boy or a girl? Popular Claire McKenzie isn’t up to
tormenting Lani with the rest of the high school elite. Instead, she decides to befriend the intriguing outcast. But within days
of Lani’s arrival, tragedy strikes, and Claire is left questioning herself, her friendships, and, most interesting of all, the
possibility that angels may exist on earth. “Gripping.”—YM Magazine “Prejudice, homophobia, friendship, tolerance,
individuality, and the possibility that something spiritually bigger than all of us rules this universe are wonderfully woven
into this powerfully told story. Outstanding writing, strong characterization, and riveting plot development make this title
rise above many recent coming-of-age stories.”—School Library Journal “The characterizations are superb . . . The hint of
supernatural only adds to the appeal. Successfully raising many valid issues, this should appeal to teens from the popular to
the marginalized.”—Kirkus Reviews “Lani’s androgyny and his angelic possibilities are intriguingly played out.”—Booklist
Best Books for Young Adults Dec 21 2021 Provides reviews for classic and contemporary young adult books, identifies
teenagers' interests and best book selections, and includes guidelines for creating reading lists of both young adult and
suitable adult literature.
Streams of Babel May 02 2020 Bioterrorism has come to a small town in New Jersey. Two residents die of brain aneurysms
within twenty-four hours and several teens become ill with a mysterious flu, leading the government to suspect that a
terrorist cell has unleashed a deadly biochemical agent. With each glass of water they drink, the people of Trinity Falls are
poisoning themselves.A world away in Pakistan, a sixteen year old computer genius working as a spy for the U.S. sees an
influx of chatter from extremists about a substance they call Red Vinegar that will lead to many deaths. Can he warn the
victims before its too late?
Disabilities and Disorders in Literature for Youth Jun 14 2021 One in every five Americans lives with at least one disability
or disorder, including both the obvious, such as those requiring the use of a wheelchair, and the less evident ones, such as
eating disorders or Asperger's syndrome. Those responsible for teaching disabled students and providing services and
support for them need ready access to reliable and up-to-date resources. Disabilities and Disorders in Literature for Youth: A
Selective Annotated Bibliography for K-12 identifies almost 1,000 resources to help educators, professionals, parents,
siblings, guardians, and students understand the various disabilities and disorders faced by children today. This bibliography

consists of four major headings_Emotional, Learning, Physical, and Multiple Disabilities_which are further categorized into
works of fiction and nonfiction. Annotations provide a complete bibliographical description of the entries, and each entry is
identified with the grade levels for which it is best suited and resources are matched with appropriate audiences. Reviews
from recognized publications are also included wherever possible. Anyone interested in identifying helpful resources
regarding disabilities and disorders will find much of value in this essential tool.
Incorporating LGBTQ+ Identities in K-12 Curriculum and Policy Mar 31 2020 Educators in the K-12 school environment
work diligently to help at-risk students find success in the classroom. One particular group of at-risk students is the LGBTQ+
population. K-12 students who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer often fear the repercussions of
disclosing this information in the classroom environment. Homophobia from fellow students, faculty, and/or administrators
can be in the form of bullying, lack of acknowledgement of identity, absence in curriculum, etc. There is a strong need for
this group of students to be included in the landscape of curriculum design and policymaking. Incorporating LGBTQ+
Identities in K-12 Curriculum and Policy is a critical research publication that provides comprehensive research on inclusive
curriculum design and education policy that specifically impacts LGBTQ+ students. Featuring an array of topics such as
gender diversity, mental health services, and preservice teachers, this book is essential for teachers, counsellors, school
psychologists, therapists, curriculum developers, instructional designers, principals, school boards, academicians,
researchers, administrators, policymakers, and students.
The Heart Has Its Reasons Aug 24 2019 Society does not make it easy for young people, regardless of their sexual
orientation, to find accurate, nonjudgmental information about homosexuality. It makes it even more difficult for young
homosexuals to find positive role models in fiction either written or published expressly for them or - if published for adults relevant to them and their lives. This book examines these issues and critically evaluates the body of literature published for
young adults that offers homosexual themes and characters.
From Hinton to Hamlet May 26 2022 Uses thematic groupings built around recent young adult literature as bridges to the
classics. This second edition has been revised by more than 60% and expanded. It continues to emphasize the goal of helping
teenagers become lifelong readers, as well as critical and confident readers.
Fire Will Fall Feb 08 2021 The four teen survivors from Streams of Babel face a new terroristic threat in a thriller that “will
keep readers enthralled right up to the climax” (School Library Journal). ShadowStrike poisoned the water of Trinity Falls
two months ago. Now the Trinity Four, the teens most affected by the poison, have been isolated in a remote mansion under

twenty-four-hour medical care while scientists on four continents rush to discover a cure. Meanwhile, US operatives scour
the world for the bioterrorists responsible for this heinous crime, as two teen virtual spies, also infected, hunt for the
criminals on the Internet. The danger remains real—for ShadowStrike has every reason to pursue the Trinity Four, and their
evil plan will unleash a new designer virus that’s even deadlier than the first. “Figuring out whom to trust gets harder for
everyone, including the reader, and the narrative picks up speed. Sexual tension and fragile relationships are part of the story
as much as the terrorist hunt is, and the two couples’ fears about their own possible impending mortality will captivate a
high-school audience.” —Booklist
They Hurt, They Scar, They Shoot, They Kill Nov 07 2020 Young adults live in a violent culture, so trying to protect them
from the world they live in is not only futile but can also be dangerous. No matter their ethnicity, social class, or economic
status, teens must know how to survive the perils that may await them. Most teens understand this, and they want books,
television shows, and films to reflect the reality of their world—the bad along with the good. In They Hurt, They Scar, They
Shoot, They Kill: Toxic Characters in Young Adult Fiction, Joni Richards Bodart examines works of fiction that feature
characters who threaten the psychological and physical well-being of teens and their friends and families. In this companion
volume to They Suck, They Bite, They Eat, They Kill, the focus is on individuals who prey on the vulnerable: bullies,
manipulators, torturers, sexual predators, and sadists. The novels and stories discussed in this volume feature adult criminals
or predators who look for young people to ensnare; school personnel who interact with students in harmful ways; teens who
bully others in order to hide their own fears and weaknesses; and parents, siblings, and others who mistreat family members.
Arranged in five sections that cover such topics as bullies, school shootings, and monsters at home, this volume analyzes the
most important and well-written series and titles for teens. They Hurt, They Scar, They Shoot, They Kill will help parents,
teachers, and other adults understand the value of these titles and the benefits of reading them, so they will be less likely to
forbid them to their teens or challenge library collections for carrying them.
Trans Bodies, Trans Selves Jul 24 2019 This is a groundbreaking, personal, and informative guide for the transgender
population, covering health, legal issues, cultural and social questions, history, theory, and more. It is a place for transgender
and gender-questioning people, their partners and families, students, professors, and guidance counselors, to look for up-todate information on transgender life.
I Am The Lock, I Am The Key Oct 07 2020 FREE A single mother's discovery of who she is and who she is not, never had
been and never will be... Her very personal insight on her past, present, and future, on her children, her ex, and those around

her. And the realization that she is more than okay with who she really is. FREEBIE Self-esteem, family, relationships,
divorce, children, motivation, growth
What Happened to Lani Garver Oct 31 2022 Sixteen-year-old Claire is unable to face her fears about a recurrence of her
leukemia, her eating disorder, her need to fit in with the popular crowd on Hackett Island, and her mother's alcoholism until
the enigmatic Lani Garver helps her get control ofh
Code Orange Apr 12 2021 Vorsicht: Tödliche Viren! Mitty findet in einem Medizinbuch einen merkwürdigen
Briefumschlag. Neugierig öffnet er ihn und dann erfasst Mitty schlagartig Panik: Hat er sich in diesem Augenblick mit einem
gefährlichen Virus infiziert? Mitty fühlt sich wie eine tickende Zeitbombe. Steht New York vor einer Pocken-Epidemie –
wegen ihm? Verzweifelt sucht er nach einer Antwort. Aber auf seine Frage im Internet reagieren nicht nur Wissenschaftler,
sondern auch Terroristen ...
Are the Kids All Right? Jun 26 2022 Epstein explores why sex, sexuality and gender non-conformity is something that
many writers and publishers of children's and young adult lit appear to shy away from. She demonstrates that the information
children get from literature matters, and that so called 'difficult' topics can be communicated in entertaining and informative
ways. Uses ideas from queer theory and other research to interrogate the ways LGBTQ characters are portrayed in books for
children and young people, and to analyse what messages readers of such books might receive. Includes detailed analysis of
over 60 picture books, middle-grade books and young adult novels by authors such as Nancy Garden, Julie Ann Peters, Alex
Sanchez, David Levithan, Lesléa Newman, Marcus Ewart, Cris Beam and many others. This book brings together literary
studies, sociology, queer studies and other academic fields in an accessible manner, where the research supports the detailed
analyses of over 50 books for children and young adults. Epstein looks at a range of topics, such as the lack of diversity in
many of these works, how same-sex marriage is portrayed, the relative absence of bisexual and transgender characters, the
way that many of these books are marketed and intended as 'issue books', and more. A practical and informative book to
inspire writers and publishers to produce better LGBTQ literature for young readers.
English Language Arts Research and Teaching Apr 24 2022 Cover -- Half Title -- Title Page -- Copyright Page -- Table
of Contents -- Artist's Statement about the Cover -- Preface -- 1 Introduction: Arthur N. Applebee: A Scholar's Life in
Retrospect -- Section 1 Considering Curriculum as Conversation -- 2 Discussion, Conversation, and Dialogue: Applebee,
Bakhtin, and Speech in School -- 3 Entering the Conversation: Creating a Pathway to Academic Literacy -- 4 A Curricular
Conversation in Teacher Education: In the Domain of Dialogic Teaching -- 5 Bringing Queer Students and LGBT-Inclusive

Literature into the Conversation: Lessons We've Learned from the Work of Arthur Applebee -- Section 2 Writing as a Tool
for Learning -- 6 Writing the World to Build the World, Iteratively: Inscribing Data and Projecting New Materialities in an
Engineering Design Project -- 7 Nurturing Discursive Strengths: Efforts to Improve the Teaching of Reading and Writing in
a Latino Charter School -- 8 Reading the World as Text: Black Adolescents and Out-of-School Literacies -- 9 The Internet's
Concept of Story -- Section 3 Talking it Out: Class Discussion and Literary Understanding -- 10 Adaptive Expertise in the
Teaching and Learning of Literary Argumentation in High School English Language Arts Classrooms -- 11 Literary Theory
in the Secondary School -- 12 Dialogic Eventful Teaching through Dialogic Conversation and Dramatic Inquiry -- 13
Curricular Conversations, Reading the World, Intertextuality, and Doing School in a Tenth Grade English Language Arts
Classroom Conversation -- Section 4 Conclusion -- 14 Practical Progressivism: W. Wilbur Hatfield, Deweyan Pedagogy, and
the Future of English Teaching -- List of Contributors -- Index
The Big Book of Teen Reading Lists Oct 19 2021 Presents a collection of book lists for teenagers, featuring both fiction and
nonfiction titles.
Gender(ed) Identities Sep 17 2021 This volume brings together diverse, cross-disciplinary scholarly voices to examine
gender construction in children's and young adult literature. It complements and updates the scholarship in the field by
creating a rich, cohesive examination of core questions around gender and sexuality in classic and contemporary texts. By
providing an expansive treatment of gender and sexuality across genres, eras, and national literature, the collection explores
how readers encounter unorthodox as well as traditional notions of gender. It begins with essays exploring how children's
and YA literature construct communities formed by gender, ethnicity, sexuality, and in face-to-face and virtual spaces.
Section II's central focus is how gendered identities are formed, unpacking how texts for young readers ranging from Amish
youth periodicals to the blockbuster Divergent series trace, reproduce, and shape gendered identity socialization. In section
III, the essential literary function of translating trauma into narrative is addressed in classics like Anne of Green Gables and
Pollyanna, as well as more recent works. Section IV's focus on sexuality and romance encompasses fiction and nonfiction
works, examining how children's and young adult literature can serve as a regressive, progressive, and transgressive site for
construction meaning about sex and romance. Last, Section IV offers new readings of paratextual features in literature for
children -- from the classic tale of Cinderella to contemporary illustrated novels. The key achievement of this volume is
providing an updated range of multidisciplinary and methodologically diverse analyses of critically and commercially
successful texts, contributing to the scholarship on children's and YA literature; gender, sexuality, and women's studies; and

a range of other disciplines.
Im Himmel spricht man Englisch Nov 19 2021 Jonghu's neues Leben in Amerika: Jonghu ist noch ein Kind, als ihre Eltern
beschliessen, mit der ganzen Familie von Korea nach Amerika auszuwandern. Die Chance, eine gute Ausbildung zu
bekommen, ist im Westen viel grösser und auch sonst verspricht man sich viel von diesem Umzug. Der Start in das neue
Leben ist jedoch alles andere als leicht. Vor allem für das junge Mädchen und ihren Bruder bedeutet es, viel Neues kennen
zu lernen und eine neue Sprache zu sprechen. Das Geld ist knapp und Jonghus Vater kommt mit der neuen Situation alles
andere als zurecht. Er versteckt sich hinter dem Alkohol und beginnt im Frust seine Frau und schliesslich auch seine Kinder
zu schlagen. Jonghu hat gelernt immer artig zu sein, so wie es in Korea Sitte ist, und sich ja nicht gegen die Familie
aufzulehnen. Erst als die Angst grösser wird als die Vernunft, kann Jonghu die Notbremse ziehen. Ein spannendes Buch über
den Beginn eines neuen Lebens in einem fremden Land, mit allen Sonnen- und Schattenseiten. Ab 12 Jahren, gut, Martina
Kiefer.
Teaching, Affirming, and Recognizing Trans and Gender Creative Youth Jul 28 2022 Winner of the 2018 Outstanding Book
by the Michigan Council Teachers of English Choice magazine as an Outstanding Academic Title for 2018 Winner of the
2017 AERA Division K (Teaching and Teacher Education) Exemplary Research Award This book draws upon a queer
literacy framework to map out examples for teaching literacy across pre-K-12 schooling. To date, there are no
comprehensive Pre-K-12 texts for literacy teacher educators and theorists to use to show successful models of how practicing
classroom teachers affirm differential (a)gender bodied realities across curriculum and schooling practices. This book aims to
highlight how these enactments can be made readily conscious to teachers as a reminder that gender normativity has
established violent and unstable social and educational climates for the millennial generation of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, intersex, (a)gender/(a)sexual, gender creative, and questioning youth.
Radical Reads 2 Feb 20 2022 Radical Reads 2 picks up where the first volume left off, featuring 101 radical young adult
books that have come out since its publication. Author Joni Richards Bodart defends their inclusion in library collections and
school curricula after introducing each book with lists of characters and major themes. She also suggests a number of
'booktalk' and book report ideas, also identifying books with mature themes in her 'risks' section. Included as well is a section
that lists the awards that the books have won and a section of book reviews.
Youth, Education, and Sexualities: K-Z Jul 16 2021 Featuring more than 200 entries, this work is an authoritative source
for educators, researchers and students seeking an understanding of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) youth.

This work examines policy, practice and research concerning youth who are often the victims of bullying and harassment.
Young Adult Resources Today Sep 25 2019 Young Adult Resources Today: Connecting Teens with Books, Music, Games,
Movies, and More is the first comprehensive young adult library services textbook specifically written for today’s
multidimensional information landscape. The authors integrate a research-focused information behavior approach with a
literature-focused resources approach, and bring together in one volume key issues related to research, theory, and practice in
the provision of information services to young adults. Currently, no single book addresses both YA information behaviors
and information resources in any detail; instead, books tend to focus on one and give only cursory attention to the other. Key
features of this revolutionary book include its success in: Integrating theory, research, and practice Integrating implications
for practice throughout the book Integrating knowledge of resources with professional practice as informed by research
Integrating both print and electronic formats throughout—within the resource chapters (including websites and social media)
Latham and Gross accomplish all this while, paying particular attention to the socially constructed nature of young
adulthood, diversity, YA development, and multiple literacies. Their coverage of information landscapes covers literature
(with detailed coverage of both genres and subgrenres), movies, magazines, web sites, social media, and gaming. The final
chapter cover navigating information landscapes, focusing on real and virtual YA spaces, readers’ advisory, programming,
and collaboration. Special attention is paid to program planning and evaluation.
The She Sep 05 2020 After his parents are lost at sea, Evan Barrett and his brother leave their seaside home to escape bad
memories, but years later worse questions emerge when Evan is asked to help a fellow student with another sea-related
tragedy.
Teaching Young Adult Literature Today Aug 29 2022 This book introduces the reader to what is current and relevant in the
plethora of good books available for adolescents. Literary experts illustrate how teachers everywhere can help their students
become lifelong readers by simply introducing them to great reads—smart, insightful, and engaging books that are
specifically written for adolescents.
HIV/AIDS in Young Adult Novels Jan 22 2022 Identifies and annotates ninety-three young adult works published between
1981 and 2008 that feature HIV/AIDS content.
Teen Programs with Punch Jun 02 2020 Presents library programs for all seasons that are made to appeal to teenagers and
includes complete instructions, cost information, promotional ideas, and fiction and nonfiction titles to supplement the
programs.

Kuss Hawaii Jun 22 2019 Das Nonkussultra gegen schlechte Laune! Bevor Stephanie auch nur einen Fuß aus dem Flieger
von Hawaii nach New Jersey setzen kann, steht sie schon wieder knietief im Morast. Nicht nur, dass sich der erhoffte Traumzum Albtraumurlaub entwickelt hat, auf dem Heimflug musste sie auch noch stundenlang neben einem äußerst streng
riechenden Sitznachbarn ausharren. Der ist mittlerweile tot. Ermordet. Die Leiche steckte in einer Mülltonne, und Stephanie
steckt in der Klemme. Denn plötzlich sind das FBI sowie eine Menge zwielichtiger Gestalten hinter einem verschwundenen
Foto her, das das Opfer bei sich trug. Und es gibt nur eine, die weiß, wo das Bild ist: Stephanie Plum. Unvermutet wird die
Kopfgeldjägerin selbst zur Gejagten. Da können bloß noch Lula, Morelli und Ranger helfen – und natürlich Hamster Rex.
The Night My Sister Went Missing Dec 09 2020 A taut YA crime thriller from the author of The Body of Christopher Creed.
“There’s no doubt Plum-Ucci can tell a heck of a story” (Booklist). A tiny pistol, passed from friend to friend at a party on an
abandoned pier, suddenly fires—and Casey Carmody falls into the water below. Kurt, Casey’s older brother, endures a
seemingly endless night at the police station while the coast guard searches for his sister and his friends are questioned, one
by one. Was the gunfire accidental or deliberate? Or was the whole drama one of Casey’s practical jokes? And where is
Casey—or her body—now? “The Night My Sister Went Missing has all the suspense and drama of a locked-room mystery .
. . Carol Plum-Ucci, author of the award-winning The Body of Christopher Creed, has crafted an intricate mystery filled with
shocking surprises and characters whom readers will remember for a long time.” —Teenreads “Plum-Ucci’s mastery at
intensifying their observations into something dire and ominous speeds the plot along and should keep readers wondering
just how this convoluted mystery will wrap up.” —Kirkus Reviews “All the members of this loosely connected community
harbor secrets they do not want to be revealed. But in the end, someone’s secret comes to light with devastating
consequences.” —Publishers Weekly “The mystery is engrossing and the dramatic ending satisfying.” —School Library
Journal
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